based on two contributions; Golgi's stain and Cajal's histological studies. The neuron doctrine was named and popularized by Heinrich Wilhelm Gottfried von Waldeyer-Hartz [3] , who coined the name neuron to refer to the nerve cell.
The early background: nerve fibres and nerve cells
Early microscopists had studied peripheral nerves and spinal tracts, looking for hollow tubes, the carriers of a hypothesized fluid that brings signals from the skin to the brain, and from the brain and spinal cord to muscles. Anton van Leeuwenhoek [4] drew small tube-like structures contained within compound nerves that probably represent cross sections of large myelinated axons. Nerve cells were recognized much later, for biological and technical reasons. Fresh tissue from the brain or spinal cord is soft and it is difficult to make clean cuts in it. Francesco Gennari [5] froze whole brains, which allowed him to make flat cuts. Gennari's gross inspection of the cut surfaces allowed him to see subtle differences in the structure of different areas of the cerebral cortex, but not the individual elements that make it up [6] .
But even when it is hardened, cut into thin sections, and examined under the microscope, much of the brain appears to be relatively featureless. Moreover, aberrations of the early microscopes set limits to the size of the objects that they could resolve. In the early part of the nineteenth century, manufacturers began to make compound lenses, combining glass with different refractive properties and thus Perhaps the most important technical advance in the study of the structure of the nervous system was the discovery by Camillo Golgi [9] of "la reazione nera; the black reaction". Golgi hardened blocks of nervous tissue in potassium bichromate, followed by immersion in silver nitrate solution. The Golgi stain selects a small percentage of the elements in a block of tissue. When the tissue was sectioned and examined under the microscope, entire nerve cells could be seen along with their attached dendritic trees and axons. of the brain, and dendrites had a purely nutritive function.
Cajal and the Golgi method
In 1887 Santiago Ramón y Cajal, then a young anatomist, visited his colleague in Madrid, Don Luis Simarro. Simarro was a psychiatrist who was experimenting with some of the newer staining methods. Cajal was awestruck by the appearance of Simarro's Golgi-stained sections. In his great textbook, Cajal [10] described the appearance of Golgi-stained material:
"Against a clear background stood black threadlets, some slender and smooth, some thick and thorny in a pattern punctuated by small dense spots. All was sharp as a sketch with Chinese ink on transparent Japanese paper. And to think that this was the same tissue which, when stained with carmine or logwood left the eye in a tangled thicket where sight may stare and grope ever fruitlessly, baffled in its efforts to unravel confusion, and lost forever in twilit doubt. Here, on the contrary, all was clear and plain as a diagram. A look was enough. Dumbfounded, I could not take my eyes from the microscope. " Cajal began immediately to use the Golgi method. His first publications using it were on the cerebellum [11] and the retina [12] . Cajal confirmed the cell types in the cerebellum that Golgi had younger creatures… ….the thorns can be interpreted for the most part as an artefact."
In the face of almost universal scepticism, Cajal [11] demonstrated that dendritic spines exist. In his first paper on the bird cerebellum, Cajal illustrated the spines on Purkinje cell dendrites, even though most authors had dismissed them as an artefact. Cajal found them always to be present on dendrites, and he argued forcefully [15] for their validity, raising the following arguments: First, if spines are merely an artefact of a silver precipitate, why do they appear to be confined to the dendrites? Why don't we see them on axons or on the cell body? And second, modifications of the Golgi method use mercury, rather than silver based impregnation. Why do we see spines using these methods as well?
But in order to prove their existence, Cajal reasoned that spines should be demonstrable with an entirely different method. He tried two commonly used variants of Ehrlich's methylene blue, but failed to see the spines. His third attempt worked. Figure 5 shows a drawing that Cajal made of the successful impregnation of dendritic spines with the methylene blue technique.
Gradual acceptance of the Golgi stain and Cajal's evidence on spines
Textbooks that were written before Golgi's stain became available had poor representations of the true structure of cortical cells. Figure 6 shows a drawing from Ranvier's textbook of 1875. The lack of a clear picture of the cell bodies, the depiction of only the initial portion of the apical dendrite and the absence of an axon reflect the poor techniques available to histologists prior to Golgi's discovery of the black reaction.
After 1896, textbooks began routinely to show spines on dendrites when illustrating neurons. Although Kölliker had denied the existence of spines in his 1896 textbook, it was published just before Cajal's definitive study had appeared. mechanisms fifty, and then one hundred years later. 
Dendritic spines

